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the cause of my depression, but I encircled the subject of
happiness and moods and if he suspected I was not happy
I hoped he might think the reason was more interesting than
it really was. He wrote back from Meadowside, Tankerton:
"... Forgive a short answer to your very interesting letter. I
am plunged to the neck in a book, and have very little spare time
just now. I am going up on Friday for the last Stafford House
" tarentella" but I have had to refuse all other gaieties this
summer. . . . Work is a great happiness and interest in one's life,
and helps one to forget or surmount lots of worries and troubles. I
should be miserable without it, and you will be far happier with it.
You say ' Are you happy ? ' Sometimes I am wretched and some-
times I enjoy life a good deal. But I fall too easily from one mood
to another, and see the miseries of life too plainly. I realize them too
personally to be very happy, and my indignation too often goes to
work in the dark places.
" I want peace, and two or three people whom I care for, and who care
for me ; work and beauty and the sun, and then often I love life. But
things are horribly uncertain and if I have any keen happiness I
always fear lest it shall be taken away from me. One can train one's
spirit, but I think it is very difficult to find one's happiness entirely
in oneself. I also try not to expect too much. As to prayer—I like
the Moslem way of prayer which is chiefly adoration and worship.
I seldom ask for concrete things. I think the best prayer is to be
helped towards a happy yielding of one's individual will to the great
governing will, to be helped to cease from struggling uselessly against
what is intended to be in one's life—to accept in fact what comes,
without indignation, terror or despair. No doubt you will marry.
I think you will be far happier with the right companion than alone
(though far happier alone than with the wrong companion). The
great thing is to be self-controlled without being self-concentrated.
" Good night.
* Yours ever,
robert hichens."
IX
Shane Leslie was now at Cambridge. He had pulverized his
family by turning Roman Catholic and his intention of taking
Holy Orders.
It was difficult to view his decision in the proper light;
Leonie's point of view was other than mine; she considered
the political complication in a growingly unrestful Ireland,
of a Catholic heir to a Northern Protestant estate. She also
regarded the Catholic Church as cramping and narrowing to
a promising literary career. My own feelings were conflicting.

